
7. FORESTS/SALMON: Proposed overhaul of Calif. logging rules could further imperil 
coho, critics warn (07/02/2009) 

April Reese, E&E Western reporter 

A long-anticipated overhaul of rules governing forest practices in California could push coho salmon -- already deeply imperiled -- 
further toward extinction, critics of the proposal say. 

For almost a decade, salmon advocates have called for a reworking of the rules, which were established by the California Forestry 
Board in 2000 to regulate commercial timber harvesting on private lands in watersheds inhabited by threatened or endangered 
salmon, and also in water bodies deemed "impaired" under the Clean Water Act. Logging along waterways can cause erosion and 
sedimentation of streams, and can remove shade and woody debris that salmon depend upon to keep water temperatures cool and 
create deep, protected pools needed for spawning. 

The current proposal being eyed by the board would set new protections for smaller waterways than existing rules provide. 

Meanwhile, the California Department of Fish and Game and the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection have come up 
with their own proposal for how to revise the state forest practice rules. 

Justin Augustine, an attorney with the Center for Biological Diversity in San Francisco, said the blueprint is an improvement over the 
state forestry board's initial proposal, but that it would still fall short of what is needed to recover threatened and endangered salmon. 

The state forestry board is scheduled to take up the matter again at a 
meeting July 8. At that meeting, the board is expected to consider 
whether to make further revisions based on the joint alternative 
proposal submitted by the Department of Fish and Game and the 
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. 

The existing rules require some protective measures, such as no-cut 
zones along waterways and restrictions on road building and stream 
crossings. But current rules fall short of what is needed to recover 
coho salmon, said Mark Stopher, environmental program manager for 
the California Department of Fish and Game and the agency's liaison 
on the issue. 

"There have long been deficiencies in the forest practice rules in terms 
of maintaining aquatic habitat conditions," Stopher said. "Certainly we 
have better practices for fish than we even had 30 years ago, but 
there are some elements recognized as needing improvement that 
haven't come far enough." 

Particularly, Stopher would like to see protections for smaller 
tributaries that are now sending sediment and warm water into 
downstream waterways. Under the current rules, only larger streams, 
known as Class I waterways, are subject to the restrictions. 

In its current iteration, the board's proposal -- which has undergone further changes in response to public comments since its unveiling 
May 8 -- does include "class II" and "class III" waterways. 

But Augustine said that while the proposal would protect currently unregulated smaller waterways, it would, at the same time, weaken 
logging standards for larger waterways. "In some areas, they're actually going to be reducing protections compared to the current 
rules," he said. "In class I waterways, more logging will be allowed. So while we're gaining ground in class II and III, we're losing 
ground in class I areas." 

Jeff Miller, a conservation advocate for the center, said that overall, the proposal would allow too many roads and stream crossings, 
which could erode sediment into salmon habitat, permit logging in critical headwaters and inhibit recovery of previously logged 
watersheds. 

"Revising these rules is 10 years overdue," Miller said. "But if they go in the direction they're proposing with these rules, they'll end up 
allowing logging in some of the last habitat for coho in California."

Coho salmon adults migrate from a marine environment into freshwater 
streams and rivers of their birth in order to mate. They spawn only once 
and then die. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 
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Coho migrate shorter distances from stream to ocean and back than other salmon species and largely depend on forested watersheds 
along the coast, making them particularly vulnerable to the effects of logging, Stopher said. 

And since most of those watersheds consist of privately owned forestlands, strengthening state forest practice rules is key for the 
survival of coho salmon and other native fish, Stopher added. 

"These rules have tremendous potential to make sure they have cold water and deep enough pools," Stopher said. 

Tom Weseloh, north coast program manager for California Trout, an advocacy group, said the board's draft proposal, as it stands 
now, emphasizes flexibility for industry and forest landowners at the expense of imperiled salmon. 

"We have seen revisions to forest practice rules being talked about for a decade, but it seems like when push comes to shove, there 
seems to be an intent by the industry to weaken the rules," he said. 

But Bob Mion, communications director for the California Forestry Association in Sacramento, said the industry is already taking 
precautions to protect fish, both under the current rules and of its own accord, and that warming ocean temperatures, not poor forest 
practices, are to blame for the coho's decline. 

"Active forest management has been shown to provide excellent aquatic salmon habitat," he said. Salmon spend half their lives in the 
ocean, and warming temperatures favor predators, putting the fish at risk while at sea, he said. "So no matter how many are going to 
sea, you have fewer returning [to streams]," Mion said. 

Feds seek stronger rules 

The National Marine Fisheries Service, however, counts logging among the threats to salmon and steelhead, and told the California 
Forestry Board at last week's hearing on the proposal that stronger protections are needed. The agency made similar comments in a 
June 22 letter to the board. 

"California's forest practices have been found to not provide for the protection and conservation of salmon and steelhead and their 
freshwater habitats," Rodney McInnis, NMFS's regional administrator, told the board. He added, however, that "portions" of the 
proposed rule are scientifically based and could provide the basis for a broad habitat conservation plan, which would allow some 
"take" of salmon. 

Such a plan is needed, NMFS noted, because under the current standards, as well as the proposed revisions, chances are that coho 
are being harmed -- a violation of the Endangered Species Act. Development of an habitat conservation plan or other agreement 
approved by NMFS would allow landowners or companies to harm or kill some individual fish in the course of normal operations, as 
long as they adhere to conservation measures. 

Last year, NMFS estimated that coastal coho populations declined 73 percent compared with the previous spawning season. The 
state, which listed coho salmon as threatened in 2005, placed a moratorium on commercial and recreational salmon fishing 
throughout California in 2008 and 2009. 

April Reese writes from Santa Fe, N.M. 
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